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Abstract— Many everyday activities involve the exchange of
confidential information through the use of a smartphone in
mobility, i.e., sending on e-mail, checking bank account, buying
on-line, accessing cloud platforms, and health monitoring. This
demonstrates how security issues related to these operations are
a major challenge in our society and in particular in the cybersecurity domain. This paper focuses on the use of the smartphone
intrinsic and physical characteristics as a mean to build a smartphone fingerprint to enable devices identification. The basic idea
proposed in this paper is to investigate how to generate a specific
fingerprint that allows to distinctively and reliably characterize
each smartphone. In particular, the accelerometer, the gyroscope,
the magnetometer, and the audio system (microphone-speaker)
are taken into account to build up a composite fingerprint
based on a set of their distinctive features. Many experiments
have been carried out by analyzing different classification methods, diverse features combination configurations, and operative scenarios. Satisfactory results have been obtained showing
that the combination of such sensors improves smartphone
distinctiveness.
Index Terms— Source identification, smartphones classification, features, fingerprint, MEMS sensors.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE exchange of confidential information (images, videos,
texts), through the use of a smartphone in mobility,
involves many everyday activities like sending on e-mail,
checking bank account, buying on-line, accessing cloud platforms, health monitoring. Username and password pair (something the user knows) is the usual modality to access personal
accounts and to reach resources online so far. A stronger level
of safeness [1] is achieved through the use of auxiliary devices
(something the user has), such as smart cards, USB sticks,
OTP generators in combination with username and password.
Anyway, the mentioned auxiliary devices are not always
available (must be in the user hand all the time) or usable
(not easily pluggable in a mobile device). Moreover, when
a continuous authentication is required, e.g. transferring a
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great amount of confidential data, the authentication issue
become even more complicated; it is impossible asking to the
user to insert the pair username-password again and again,
and/or to require to use many times the previously mentioned
auxiliary devices. The proposed paper focuses on the adoption
of the smartphone intrinsic and physical characteristics as a
mean to find a smartphone fingerprint and to enable device
identification. Furthermore, since a smartphone is a personal
item owned by a specific person, it should be possible to
use the information on the device to detect and trace the
person itself. Obviously privacy preservation is an issue to be
considered and discussed in certain types of applications and
it shall be studied as future work. The novel idea proposed
in this paper is to investigate how to generate a specific
fingerprint that allows to distinctively and reliably characterize
each smartphone (or tablet), to be used as a univocal and
trustworthy security component. Modern mobile phones are
equipped with several on-board sensors such as accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer and so on; it is quite well-known
that each one has peculiar anomalies due to the imperfections
occurred during the manufacturing process that left traces in
the acquired signals. The main goal of this paper is to combine
such distinctive traces and exploit them in a comprehensive
fingerprint for the identification of each specific device. The
proposed methodology is firstly based on the individuation and
validation of a set of distinctive features for each on-board
sensor; in our experiments we considered, in particular, the
accelerometer, the gyroscope, the magnetometer and the audio
system (microphone-speaker). Their features are assembled in
order to constitute a fingerprint of each device. According to
these fingerprints, two classifiers are evaluated and comprehensive experimental tests to verify detection performances of the
proposed method have been carried out. Furthermore, diverse
operative conditions have been analyzed: smartphone position
(hand-held or placed on tables of different materials), vibration
motor on or off, geographical location and time. The fingerprint extraction and the consequent device identification could
represent an important achievement for secure assessment, for
example, of confidential information exchange, enforcing the
reliability of the smartphone identity. The paper is organized
as follows: Section II presentssome previous works inherent
the device sensor fingerprinting, while Section III describes
the selected smartphone sensors. In Section IV the proposed
methodology is introduced and in Section V extended experimental results are presented and discussed to evaluate the
performances of the proposed technique; finally Section VI
draws conclusions.
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II. R ELATED W ORKS
Device identification is a significant issue in multimedia forensics and that is witnessed by various techniques
proposed so far devised to discerne among digital cameras, printers scanners and also smartphones. Already well
established works demonstrated the possibility to identify
digital cameras exploiting CCD sensor pattern noise extraction from images [2]–[4] proposing also the use of a
fingerprint digest [5], [6]. The approach in [3] is also
extended to work with video camera identification and video
forgery detection [7], [8]. Others papers are devoted to exploit
which kind of device has generated a certain digital image
(e.g. a scanner, a digital camera, a computer generated content etc.) [9]–[11]. Regarding smartphone identification, some
works use specific traces, like physical network ID interface, network traffic pattern [12], bluetooth signals track, and
information extracted from the web browser or hidden in the
header of email messages [13], [14] as device fingerprints.
Another paper proposes a smartphone fingerprint on the basis
of the combination of the installed applications on it [15].
On the other side, smartphone identification based on built-in
sensors like accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer etc.. it
is still in an early stage. In [16] only accelerometer sensor is
analyzed and the fingerprint is extracted while the device is
vibrating. The overall best results, obtained in [16], are for
standalone chips, i.e., accelerometer connected to an Arduino
board for data collection. This case has obviously a clear
limitations in real scenarios where it is necessary to operate
on a smartphone by an user. In [17] the fingerprinting of a
loudspeaker and microphone is proposed in addition to the
accelerometer. Data are collected when the device is lying
on a surface with the z-axis perpendicular to it, first facing
up and then facing down. The paper [18] presents a preliminary work with the perspective of understanding if some
distinctiveness exists among smartphone sensors, in particular
accelerometer, gyroscope and CCD, and how to combine them.
Others works in literature propose a fingerprinting approach
that uses the microphones and speakers to uniquely identify
a device [19], [20]. The work in [21] introduces an important
and thorough analysis on smartphone fingerprinting by means
of sensors; in particular, it takes into account the combination
of two sensors (accelerometer and gyroscope) to improve
fingerprint reliability. In addition to this, it also investigates
how to provide countermeasures such as calibration and obfuscation to avoid phone fingerprinting during web browsing for
privacy preserving. In [22] smartphone identification takes
place through the use of accelerometer and gyroscope with
the objective to contrast MEMS components counterfeiting.
In [23], magnetometer sensor is used for another task such as
device pairing between two previously unassociated devices
in close proximity while in [24] magnetometer, stimulated
by motion patterns, is considered for smartphone identification. Differently from the others techniques briefly outlined in this section, in the current work, many sensors,
such as accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer and speakermicrophone system, are singularly evaluated and then combined together to obtain a comprehensive fingerprint for the
device identification. Features coming from the digital camera

CCD sensor are not taken into account because taking pictures
require a user involvement (i.e. acquiring a certain number
of pictures with uniform content) and for the moment, it is
important to limit, as much as possible, the interaction with the
smartphone. Furthermore, more challenge operational cases
have been evaluated, getting closer to a real scenario, in terms
of sensor acquisition i.e. with vibration motor on or off, with
audio stimuli or not and also regarding smartphone position
during the acquisition (on a table or in the hand of the user).
In addition, different geographical locations and time instants
have also been considered for the sensors data acquisition.
III. S MARTPHONE S ENSORS
On-board smartphone sensors allow the devices to sense
information from the surrounding environment. The usage
of these sensors permits to collect raw data that can be
employed to modify the way the user acts on the device.
A typical device, as a smartphone, is able to interact with
multiple measurements, therefore requires to use a collection of different sensors. The leading technology adopted by
manufacturers is named MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical
Systems). This kind of technology is very useful to obtain
reduced-sized instruments, using a productive process based
on the capacitor operative principle. Furthermore, this process
could introduce an unperceivable error on the generated signal
that could be analyzed to extract a fingerprint from the device.
These errors are originated by imperfections introduced during
the productive process of the inner structure of the sensor.
Anyhow, such imperfections do not alter the expected behavior
of the instrument. In conclusion, a sensor can be seen as a
tiny instrument, capable of some kinds of measurements, that
is subjected to an error dependent by the productive process.
It is necessary to demonstrate that this kind of error is unique
and systematic in order to be used as fingerprint of the device.
Each smartphone, both iOS and Android, are equipped with
many different sensors like accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, luminosity, camera, microphone, etc. This paper
considers four of the most common sensors available on
Android smartphone from the 2.3 O.S. version: accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer and microphone-speaker. A short
analysis of the structure of each considered sensor, focusing
on the relevant aspects, is shown hereafter. Since Android is
the most widely used smartphone operating system so far we
start our investigation considering only Android smartphones;
though it could be interesting to expand this analysis on iOS
smartphone and Windows Phone in the next future.
The accelerometer is a sensor that allows to measure the
acceleration of the device along three axes x, y and z and it is
capable to acquire measurements in sm2 . The main application
of accelerometer sensor involves gesture recognition, device
orientation and movement evaluation. As it can be guessed,
this sensor is involved in every situation that concerns the
motion context. In particular, MEMS accelerometers measure
the acceleration of the device by evaluating the displacement between one or more movable plates and a single
anchored plate. Considering these plates as part of a capacitor,
the resultant variation of capacity induced by the displacement
(caused by the acceleration) between plates reveal the actual
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amount of movement impressed to the device. The variation
of the capacity can be measured and converted into an acceleration value. This concept may be extended to every axis,
determining the amount of acceleration impressed to the device
in each direction.
The gyroscope instead allows to measure the rotation of
the device ratio along three axes x,y and z and it is capable
to acquire measurements in rad
s . This instrument may be
used in combination with the accelerometer sensor to better evaluate the precise amount of motion impressed to the
device. Technically, employing this sensor the device is able
to sense its orientation respect to the canonical coordinate
system. This instrument is realized by combining vibrating
masses and metallic surfaces where the acceleration and hence
direction change, can be detected measuring the amount of
vibration originated by the movement. On the basis of the
momentum conservation principle, the considered vibrating
object continues to vibrate on the same plane, hence the
vibration deviations may be used to estimate a change in the
direction of the orientation. These deviations are caused by
the Coriolis force, which is orthogonal to the vibrating object.
The slightest imperfections in the electro-mechanical structure
could introduce differences across chips [25].
The magnetometer senses the environmental magnetic field
measuring its intensity along three axes x,y and z in T esla.
The main application in which this sensor is involved concerns
acquiring the orientation of the device regarding the Earth
geomagnetic field. This procedure may enable the correct
positioning of the device on a map if used in combination
with the GPS module. To realize this kind of instruments the
Hall structure is adopted. A standard Hall sensor relies on
the operative principle of the Hall effect which defines that a
beam of charged particles is deflected from its straight path in
presence of a magnetic field. As said for other sensors, even
this structure can be manufactured with MEMS techniques
that may determine subtle imperfections, such as a non-perfect
planarity of the conductive plate or an incorrect calibration of
the Hall sensor to a reference voltage.
The microphone is a sensor that transduces acoustic pressure
waves to an electrical signal. This instrument is capable to
sense acoustic signals values in d B. Basically, it is used in
combination with a loudspeaker to allow users to communicate, digitalizing pressure waves produced by the user’s
voice in electric signal sequences. The microphone structure
is composed by many modules, each one processing physical measures. Defections in the area of the moving plate
may occur during the productive process and impress slight
deviations from the ideal response of the microphone. Even
assuming that such imperfections are not considerable during
the standard usage of the sensors, these features may be
inspected to determine the uniqueness of each microphone.
IV. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
A. Features Extraction
As mentioned in the previous section, sensors readings are
affected by anomalies due to sensors imperfections. Our goal
is to detect these anomalies and exploit them as an asset to
understand which device generated them. To accomplish this
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Fig. 1.

Features extraction pipeline.

goal, we make use of a set of features computed on signals
acquired by the different sensors. The overview of the features
extraction procedure is depicted in Figure 1.
For each sensor using the Sensor Reader application (see
Section V-A for a description of the application), the raw
values along three axes of the smartphone at a certain time k
are acquired (values have not been normalized [21]). So, for
a given time-stamp k we have, for accelerometer, gyroscope
and magnetometer, three vectors of the following form: a(k) =
(ax , a y , az ), ω(k) = (ωx , ω y , ωz ) and m(k) = (m x , m y , m z )
respectively. In particular regarding accelerometer and magnetometer, a certain number of features are extracted in both
time and frequency domains by using the MIRToolbox [26]
starting from the following signals:

|a(k)| = ax2 (k) + a 2y (k) + az2 (k)

|m(k)| = m 2x (k) + m 2y (k) + m 2z (k)
The frequency domain features are calculated using the interpolated |a(k)| and |m(k)| signals using bicubic spline (50Hz).
In total a vector of 21 features (consisting of 10 temporal and
11 spectral features) is obtained to describe the accelerometer
and the magnetometer ( f a and f m respectively). In Table I all
the features taken into consideration are outlined. Regarding
the gyroscope, we consider data from each axis as a separate
stream in the form of ωx (k), ω y (k), ωz (k). In total a vector
of 63 (21×3) features f g is used to describe the gyroscope sensor for each device [21]. Finally, the last considered sensor is
the microphone-speaker audio system, according to the paper
in [17], 13 sine functions are reproduced through the smartphone speaker at increasing frequency (from 100 to 1300 Hz)
and then recorded by the smartphone through the use of the
microphone. From each of the frequency sample the frequency
response of the audio system is computed i.e. a sinusoidal signal at the frequency of interest is compared with the acquired
signal, returning a measure of the dissimilarity between them.
Therefore the fingerprint for the microphone-speaker audio
system is a vector of 13 elements f ms = h(ki ) (i = [1 : 13]),
containing the value of the frequency response for each of the
|Ss (ki )|
, where Ss is the DFT
reproduced sine function: h(ki ) = |S
r (ki )|
(Discrete Fourier Transform) of the sensed signal and Sr is the
DFT of the reference signal. Finally, a vector of 118 features
( f a = 21, f g = 63, f m = 21, f ms = 13) is obtained.
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TABLE I
L IST OF T IME AND F REQUENCY D OMAIN F EATURES

Fig. 2.

The Big-feature (top) and the Multi-voted (bottom) approaches.

B. Training and Classification
In order to achieve device identification, we propose a
methodology based on supervised classification on the basis
of the features described in the previous section ( f a , f g ,
f m and f ms ). The overall identification procedure works as
follow: the system is trained based on the acquired data;
then device identification is accomplished by sending a new
set of features (as test fingerprint) to a classifier. For the
training procedure, let us consider the d-th smartphone out
of all the possible D ones. First of all, through an application
installed on the device d (Sensor Reader app, see Section V-A),
a variable number of sensors readings from the accelerometer,
the gyroscope, magnetometer and microphone are collected.
From all the sensors readings, different sets of feature vectors
are computed as previously described. The application finally
sends to the server all the feature sets. At this point, the system
can be trained: features are combined together and used to train
a supervised classifier. The employment of the Naive Bayes
and the Random Forest classifiers is foreseen [27]. The Naive
Bayes is a probabilistic multi-class classifier based on theorem
of Bayes [28] with strong (naive) independence assumptions
between the features; Random Forest bases its operation on
bagging and boosting techniques limiting the variance of different weak learners reducing the correlation between the trees
that compose the forest. In addition to the classifiers two different approaches used to combine the features are introduced,
named Big-feature and Multi-voted. The Big-feature approach
provides an unique classifier, using as input a set of features
obtained by the concatenation of the fingerprint generated from
each of the acquired signal (see Figure 2 (top)). In this case
an unique fingerprint F = [ f a , f g , fm , f ms ] is associated to
a device for a total of 118 features. The idea of linking the
features from different sensors guarantees the generalization
of the model, in fact, some sensors or more specifically,
some features, could be more predictive of the others. In this
way the classifier is able to give more weight to the most
informative features, executing a feature selection process,
internally, in order to maximize the likelihood between the
training and test samples. On the other side, the Multi-voted
approach involves an ensemble of classifiers. Each classifier is trained on a subset of features related to a specific
sensor. The final classification result is obtained through a
majority vote among the different outputs of each classifier

(see Figure 2 (bottom)). Differently from the previous case
multiple fingerprints ( f a , f g , f m and f ms ) are associated with
the device. This ensures a high degree of flexibility in the
case one of the classifier returns a discordant output from the
others. In fact, the response is considered an outlier and hence
ignored because it is less frequent and therefore probably
incorrect. In terms of features, this approach allows to give less
weight to the features of the discordant classifier, unbalancing
the final decision in favor of the features that generate the
most voted (frequent) result. A further aspect to be evidenced
is that each vote is independent, so it is possible to have a
discordant classifier for a certain element and consistent with
another test element. The choice of using different classifiers
per sensors permits to obtain a modular approach mitigating
the effect of an incorrect calibrated sensor (or even missing)
in the overall result of the classification. Once the system has
been properly trained, each time a smartphone needs to be
identified in the test phase, a few seconds sensors reading
are collected; the n-uple of features fa , f g , f m and f ms are
computed and the identification phase takes place exploiting
one of the classifier described above (Naive Bayes, Random
Forest) and then combing the features with the Big-feature and
through the Multi-voted approaches.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section some of the different experimental tests that
have been carried out are presented based on the technique
illustrated above. First of all, the developed Sensor Reader
application is described, then the set-up domain will be
defined, together with the metrics adopted to verify the
achieved results. Next, results obtained considering as fingerprint single sensors or a combination of them will be
given, analyzing the aspects emerged from the use of different
classifiers and approaches to compose the features. Lastly,
it is reported an analysis on the spatial-temporal invariance
issue related to the proposed fingerprinting method in order
to demonstrate the reliability of the approach in a more
uncontrolled scenario.
A. Sensor Reader Application
Sensor Reader is a native Android application developed
to extract signals originated by device sensors adopting
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TABLE II
S ENSOR R EADER A CQUISITION D ETAILS

TABLE III
E XPERIMENTAL D EVICES S ET. I N THE T HIRD C OLUMN , THE D EVICES
A DOPTED FOR THE Invariance Test1 (S ECTION V-E) A RE
I NDICATED (Q UANTITY IS IN B RACKETS )

Fig. 3. Training and testing samples extraction from the acquired signal.
(a) Accelerometer, Gyroscope and Magnetometer. (b) Microphone-speaker.

Google APIs. This application permits to automate the acquisition of the signal coming from each sensor: accelerometer
and gyroscope are recorded simultaneously and subsequently
magnetometer and microphone are acquired. A calibration
phase is not required to reduce as much as possible the user
interaction because of the open operative context.
Acquisitions for MEMS are performed at the higher available frequency established by the Android operative system
according to the characteristics of each smartphone both in
terms of hardware resources and computational burden at that
time. So acquisitions have been carried out in a very open
scenario. The user can start the acquisition from all the sensors
through a button, then the application proceeds to store data
on the memory of the device by adopting the structure shown
in Table II. Finally each acquisition set is compressed in a
single zip file. In the last step the Android app sends the zip
archive, via FTP, to a dedicated server.
B. Set-Up Description
In order to evaluate the robustness and invariance of the
illustrated method, various tests have been defined. Experimental tests have been carried out on 20 Android smartphones
listed in Table III, heterogeneously selected among different
brands and models. To better simulate real operative conditions, some of the selected devices are identical i.e. with
same brand and model (four smartphones LGE NEXUS 5,
two HUAWEI U9200 and two HUAWEI ALE-L21).
The signals acquired by the Sensor Reader app are subdivided and separately used for training and testing phases.
Six fingerprint samples for each sensors are used to train
the classifier. Different numbers of samples have been proven
and this choice was taken with the intent to grant a reliable
training phase but, at the same time, reducing, the impact
of training phase for the user. In particular, in the case of

accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer, each sample is
obtained by processing a non-overlapped chunk of 3 seconds
of the signal (see Figure 3(a)). In the case of the microphone,
the sampling rate used (8K H z) for the trace acquisition is
considered, so each fingerprint is calculated on 8000 samples
(see Figure 3(b)). To build the test set, in total 100 partially
overlapped (60% of overlapping) samples (each of them
obtained processing 3 seconds of data or 8000 samples) for
each smartphone sensors are collected. This solution allows to
build a test set big enough to elaborate a sufficient statistic to
evaluate the results, even though a small level of correlation
is injected between subsequent samples. To demonstrate that
this kind of correlation does not afflict the precision measures,
another test has been conducted using tracks acquired by the
same smartphones in a different location and at different time
(see Section V-E).
Another issue that will be investigated in the following
is the case of unknown device submitted to the system as
test samples. This unknown smartphone will be referred as
alien, i.e. device not in the training set but belonging to
the test set. Please note that both the evaluated classifiers
(Naive Bayes and Random Forest) assign a cost ci ∈ [0, 1]
to each test input, so it is assumed that every prediction with
cost lower than 0.5 is unreliable and the test sample will
be categorized as a possible unknown device. The choice
of the value 0.5 has been done by computing the Equal
Error Rate (EER) as point of equilibrium between the False
Acceptance Rate (FAR) and the False Rejection Rate (FRR)
by ranging this threshold between 0 and 1 with step of 0.1.
The EER (FAR=FRR) equals 2.8% when the threshold is 0.5.
Furthermore, different configurations are evaluated and summarized in four scenarios simulating the user interaction with a
smartphone:
• No Vibration-smartphone on Table (NVT): the smartphone is placed on a table and the vibration motor is
turned off.
• Vibration-smartphone on Table (VT): the smartphone is
placed on a table and the vibration motor is turned on;
• No Vibration-smartphone hold in Hand (NVH): the
smartphone is hold in a user hand (tiny motion is
allowed), the vibration motor is turned off;
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Fig. 4. Single sensor classification results (F1-score, in blue Naive Bayes and in yellow Random Forest): (a) accelerometer, (b) gyroscope, (c) magnetometer
and (d) microphone-speaker.

•

Vibration-smartphone hold in Hand (VH): the smartphone
is hold in a user hand (tiny motion is allowed), the internal
vibration motor is turned on;
For sake of clarity, it is important to underline again
that the vibration has been considered only to stimulate
the accelerometer and the gyroscope while for the sensor
microphone-speaker the sinusoidal tones have been used; this
has been chosen to follow the approaches already present
in literature. With regards to the magnetometer, being never
used in combination before for smartphone fingerprinting,
it has been decided not to introduce an additional stimulation,
at least in this phase; anyway the issue of the interference with
sources of electromagnetic fields has been considered in the
experiments of Section V-E. According to the learning techniques illustrated in Section IV-B, two types of classification
models have been tested out: the Naive Bayes and Random
Forest discriminative approach with Big-feature and Multivoted features combination. Obviously the goal is to evaluate
the best learning approach in term of classification accuracy
but also in terms of robustness when different variables are
put into play. Each classification technique is tested over each
scenario previously described but also in presence of alien
device or not, defining a great variety of tests (e.g. Multi-voted,
Naive Bayes learning technique in NVH scenario).
The obtained results have been evaluated in terms of
F-score (F1) which is defined as in Equation (1):


2∗TP
Pr ∗ Re
=
(1)
F1 = 2 ∗
Pr + Re
2 ∗ T P + FN + FP
TP
where Pr = (T P+F
P) and Re =
Precision and Recall.

TP
(T P+F N)

stands for

C. Single Sensor Fingerprint Evaluation
The first proposed experiment takes in exam the realization
of a fingerprinting using a single sensor among accelerometer,
gyroscope, magnetometer and microphone. This preliminary
test is necessary as baseline to determine how much every
single sensor is distinctive. What happen combining different
kinds of sensors will be seen in sub-section V-D.
1) Accelerometer Case: The first considered sensor is the
accelerometer and to analyse its predictivity, various classification tests have been performed varying the type of classifier.
Let Nd = 20 the number of devices; each of them represented

by a single signal track acquired by our native Android
application Sensor Reader. Each track has been split into two
set of samples (train and test, as described in Figure 3). Let
N f p = 6 the number of fingerprint samples used to compose
the training set (each composed by f a = 21 features) extracted
from the first part of the track. The learning matrix D is
therefore composed by Nd × N f p = 120 rows and f a =
21 columns. Let N f p = 100 the number of fingerprint samples
used to compose the test set (with the same number of features
of the training fingerprint samples) extracted from the second
part of the track. The test matrix T is then composed by
Nd × N f p = 2000 rows and 21 columns. This train/test
configuration has been adopted for every acquisition configuration. The result for each considered scenario (NVT, VT,
NVH,VH) is shown in Figure 4(a) where the two proposed
classifiers (Naive Bayes in blue and Random Forest in yellow)
are evaluated. In particular, it can be seen that the Naive
Bayes classifier provides a satisfactory performance, in fact
the classification rate is on average over 0.8 except for the
NVH case. The Random Forest classifier, instead, has obtained
good results both for NVT and VH cases with F1 around 0.9;
on the contrary, the others two configurations have given
unsatisfactory performances (especially for the VT scenario
with F1 around 0.6). Furthermore, it can be observed that the
use of vibration does not provide a coherent improvement for
both the situations (Hand and Table).
2) Gyroscope Case: Taking into account the gyroscope
sensor, analogous prediction tests have been performed as for
the accelerometer. Adopting Nd , N f p as before, but considering each sample composed by f g = 63 features. So the
learning matrix D is composed by Nd × N f p = 120 rows
and f g = 63 columns. The test matrix T is composed by
Nd × N f p = 2000 rows and 63 columns. Results of tests
conducted for each scenario are shown in Figure 4(b) reporting
the F-score value. The results obtained with gyroscope sensor
are quite low respect to the accelerometer case: very low
performance has been reported with Random Forest classifier
and while Naive Bayes has shown good performance only for
the Vibration-Table (VT) case with F1 around 0.8.
3) Magnetometer Case: According to the experiments
conducted with accelerometer and gyroscope, the same
Nd and N f p have been adopted. Considering f m = 21 features
extracted for each sample N f p , the learning matrix D is
composed by Nd × N f p = 120 rows and f m = 21 columns.
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The test matrix T is composed by Nd × N f p = 2000 rows
and 21 columns. The results in Figure 4(c) are reported only
for two scenarios the No Vibration-Table (NVT) and the No
Vibration-Hand (NVH); the two classifiers are evaluated as
before. The vibration was not turned on during the acquisition
of magnetometer signal. The magnetometer sensors seems to
be very distinctive since the classification performance are
quite high for both the classifiers with on average F1 = 0.95.
4) Microphone-Speaker Case: Finally, the microphone sensor is involved in another set of experiment. Using the same
Nd and N f p and considering f s = 13 features. The learning
matrix D is composed by Nd × N f p = 120 rows and f ms =
13 columns and the test matrix T by Nd × N f p = 2000 rows
and 13 columns. The results on NVT and NVH scenarios are
shown in Figure 4(d). The vibration engine in this case is
excluded because of the possible interference with the sound
emitted during the microphone recording. The obtained results
are very promising, F1 equals to 1 when the Random Forest
classifier is used and is over 0.95 for Naive Bayes.
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Fig. 5. Comparison among Big-feature and Multi-voted approaches, Naive
Bayes and Random Forest classifiers with presence/absence of alien devices
(the case of Motorola XT-1072 and Wiko Fever left as aliens is pictured).

D. Sensors Combination Fingerprint Evaluation
After having been shown that an effective fingerprint can
be extracted from each sensor (especially from accelerometer,
magnetometer and microphone), tests have been focused to
maximize the prediction by combining features from all the
considered sensors. As introduced in Section IV-B, two different approaches have been investigated to combine sensors
features: the Big-feature and the Multi-voted approach. Each
approach has further been evaluated and used to train the two
classifiers; alien devices, as anticipated at the beginning of this
Section, are introduced as well in the investigation.
1) Big-Feature Approach Set-Up: Let Nd , N f p , N f p and
f a , f g , f m , f ms , as previously discussed, this approach combines features extracted from different sensors in a new unique
feature, simply concatenating each single feature with the
schema { f a , f g , fm , fms }. Let Fbig = 118 the number of
features obtained summing up each sensor features; as result,
the training matrix D is composed by Nd × N f p = 120 rows
and Fbig = 118 columns, and the test matrix T is composed
by Nd × N f p = 2000 rows and Fbig = 118 columns.
In the case of alien devices, two smartphones have been
excluded from the training set construction, in order to evaluate
the robustness of the proposed method to deal with unknown
devices. As consequence the test matrix T remains untouched,
but the training matrix D is then composed by (Nd − 2) ×
N f p = 108 rows and 118 columns.
2) Multi-Voted Approach Set-Up: The defined variables
of the precedent approach are maintained but conversely to
the Big-feature approach, this one requires a classifier and
subsequently a training matrix D and a test matrix T for
each sensor. So, for example, the input for the accelerometer
classifier is defined by Da (composed by Nd × N f p rows and
f a columns) and Ta (Nd × N f p rows and f a columns), and so
on for each sensor. In the case of alien devices, the approach
follows the same rule as Big-feature, excluding the same two
devices from each D matrix.
3) Test Results: In the following, the results obtained with
the two approaches combining different features are discussed.

Fig. 6. Comparison of F1 score among the Composite (4-sensors), 3 sensors
and 2 sensors fingerprint, averaged on all the classification methods.

Others tests have been carried out combining two of them
(accelerometer and gyroscope) and then adding magnetometer
obtaining gradual improvement; in this paper for the sake of
conciseness the combination of the four sensors is reported.
In Figure 5 it is possible to evaluate the results in terms of
F-score comparing different configurations (concerning features combination approaches, classifiers, operative scenarios
and presence/absence of alien devices). It can be seen, as general, that the performances of the four sensors in combination
are improved with respect to the single sensor cases with
F-score on average around 0.9. In particular, in the case of
Naive Bayes classifier the Multi-voted approach (column 5)
seems to be preferred respect to the Big-feature (column 1)
giving an higher F1 score (i.e NVT scenario F1 = 0.96
vs F1 = 0.8). On the other hand, such improvement is not
appreciable for the Random Forest classifier, in fact high
F1 values are obtained both with Big-feature and Multivoted approach showing a more stable behavior (column
number 3 and 7 respectively). Furthermore, the proposed
approach is also robust to the introduction of unknown devices
(denominated alien; second, fourth, sixth and eighth column
of the Figure 5), in fact the performances are in line respect
to the case without unknown devices. The achieved results
are very promising since in some cases, for example for
the configuration Big-feature, Random Forest, alien (two
unknown devices), NVT and VH scenarios a 100% of correct
classification is obtained. To better evidence the obtained
results, in Table IV F1-score, Precision and Recall specifically
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TABLE IV
D ETAILED R ESULTS FOR A LIEN T EST. T WO D EVICES A RE L EFT O UT AS A LIENS R EPEATEDLY: F1-S CORE , P RECISION
AND R ECALL (I N B RACKETS ) AVERAGED OVER A LL T HESE C ASES A RE P RESENTED

TABLE V
Invariance Test1 Spatio-Temporal (R ANDOM F OREST, Multi-Voted):
D IFFERENCE OF F1 S CORE B ETWEEN THE
Invariance Test1 AND THE BASELINE

Fig. 7.

Different acquisition test sites.

for the alien experiment are reported. In particular, such
results are computed by averaging on all the cases where
two devices are randomly and repeatedly left out of the
training set (i.e. training set of 18 smartphones and test set
of 18 + 2). Table IV again demonstrates the good resilience
of the proposed system also in presence of unknown devices.
Furthermore, it is important to highlight that in the case of
two LG-Nexus5 taken out as aliens and two other LG-Nexus5
instead belonging to the training set performances are completely in line with the other test situations. Results, by averaging on the four classification methods, are the following for
F1-score: F1 N V T = 83.91%, F1V T = 99.31%, F1 N V H =
94.96% and F1V H = 97.38%. Moreover in Figure 6, a comparison between the case of the composite (4 sensors) fingerprint and those ones with three-sensors and two-sensors is
pictured. The single sensor cases have been omitted for sake
of readability: anyway they are averagely comprised in the
range 80%-90% except for the gyroscope that is lower. It can
be observed that there is a significant improvement of the
F1 score (averaged over the different classification methods)
when the composite fingerprint is considered.
E. Fingerprint Invariance
After having shown that a smartphone can be reliably
recognized within a set through the combined action of
sensors fingerprints, we have tried to investigate if this still
holds when test samples are acquired in different operative
conditions, places and times beside the training samples as
normally would happen in an operative scenario. To check
such fingerprint invariance, additional tests with new tracks
acquired in disparate working contexts on some sub-sets of

devices used in the previous experiments have been performed.
Hereafter three specific tests are reported.
1) Invariance Test1 (Spatio-Temporal): In this case, test
samples have been acquired approximately 30-40 kilometers
far from the training acquisition site and about one month
later than the time of the training track. We have also tried to
change the level of altitude (e.g. from 60 to 350 meters) and to
add some environmental complexities such as the proximity of
magnetic fields (see Figure 7 where #1 indicates the presence
of a wi-fi hot-spot and #2 and #3 a train station). This has
been done to understand if changes in the gravitational and
magnetic fields (moreover the Earth magnetic field is not
linear neither on the Earth surface nor during time) could
determine some variations in sensor behavior and consequently
in performances. The number of devices belonging to the subset used in this experiment is Nd = 8 and they are indicated
in Table III. Tests have been conducted maintaining the same
structure adopted for the previous experiments (the classifier
is trained on 20 classes as before), using the same matrices
structure, but avoiding the inspection on alien devices. The
test matrix T is composed by Nd × N f p = 800 rows and
number of features variable according to the considered sensor.
The results of the experiment for all the four single sensors
and the composite fingerprint cases are presented in Table V;
differences of the F1 score between the current experiment
and the previous one obtained in Section V-C and V-D, are
listed. It is possible to see that the performances on single
sensors seem to generally decrease in this case. On the other
side, in the case of composite fingerprint (four sensors) the
performances tend to remain stable. Only in the most difficult
case (when the smartphone is in the hand of the user) F1
score slightly decrease, but not significantly.
2) Invariance Test2 (Different
Sensor Stimulation):
In this second test we have tried to understand if changing the
way sensor stimulation is performed could affect smartphone
classification. In particular, we have taken into consideration
the sounds used for the sensor microphone-speaker. New
test acquisitions have been done for 4 smartphone: two LG
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TABLE VI
R ESULTS ON Invariance Test2: AUDIBLE V ERSUS
I NAUDIBLE F REQUENCIES

TABLE VII
Invariance Test3 Intra-Model (R ANDOM F OREST, Big Feature):
C ONFUSION M ATRIX . R ESULTS IN P ERCENTAGE H AVE B EEN
AVERAGED OVER THE F OUR O PERATIVE S CENARIOS
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be observed that the 7 test devices are correctly associated
with their corresponding classes with satisfactory values and,
in particular, devices unknown to the system are individuated
as aliens. It is worthy to underline that there are not intermodel errors that is LG Nexus 5 smartphones are not wrongly
exchanged with other models (17 phones of the training set)
but, at most, with other devices of the same kind; this happens
for aliens phones and for those contained within the training
set and basically indicates, as expected, that there are some
similarities among the sensors of the devices of the same brand
and model. In particular, in last column of the Table VII, it is
to point out that the smartphone “G” is often wrongly detected
as “A,” but this performance is mainly determined by a poor
result for the case NVH. Such experiment permits to have a
vision of the whole system behavior in an open application
scenario with a test set composed by devices of the same
typology.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Nexus5 both belonging to the as-before training set of 20 and
two alien devices, one Motorola XT1072 (same model but
different with respect to that within the training set) and
a Samsung SM-G800F. Such acquisitions have been carried
out through the stimulation audio signals both in the audible
range (0.1 − 1.3KHz) used for training and in an inaudible
non-overlapped frequency range (15 − 21KHz with a step of
0.5KHz). This has been done with a two-fold purpose: first,
understanding if the system depends on the audio stimulation
and second, trying to avoid unpleasant audio tones during
the acquisition that would reduce feasibility in a possible
authentication phase. We have analyzed the case of the single
sensor microphone-speaker and the 20-device trained classifier
(e.g. audible frequencies and previous locations/times) to
classify the new test smartphones acquisitions. Results are
listed in TableVI; they have been averaged over the different
classification methods (Naive Bayes and Random Forest) and
the situations of phone on the table and in-hand are evidenced.
It can be seen that performances are stable though slightly
decrease when test acquisitions have been made with inaudible
frequencies, that is when test conditions are decoupled with
respect to those of training. Further experiments have been
done by considering the case of the composite fingerprint;
again the same trained classifier (now on composite features) is
asked to classify test composite fingerprints acquisitions whose
component, related to the sensor microphone-speaker, has been
now generated with inaudible audio tracks. Achieved results
confirm, also in this circumstance, the same performance
stability as for the single sensor case.
3) Invariance Test3 (Intra-Model): In this third test,
we have taken into account 7 different LG Nexus 5 (i.e.
same model) and made new acquisitions in diverse times (in a
temporal range of around three weeks) and locations (different
places in Italy, not only around Florence). In particular, 3 out
of 7 devices (indicated with the letter A, C and D) belong to
the initial training set of 20 smartphones (see Table III) and
the remaining 4 (indicated with the letter B, E, F and G) are
not included within the training set, consequently they should
be classified as aliens. From the results in Table VII it can

The basic idea proposed in this paper is to investigate
how to generate an univocal fingerprint that allows to distinctively and reliably characterize each smartphone. In particular,
the accelerometer, the gyroscope, the magnetometer sensors
and the audio system of the smartphone have been taken into
account. Different experiments have been presented by considering diverse classification procedures and operative scenarios;
satisfactory results have been obtained especially when all
the sensors are used in combination. A significant level of
distinctiveness has been achieved also demonstrating a sufficient robustness to spatio-temporal changes, different sensor
stimulation and intra-model invariance. Future works will be
devoted to the study of a more open-set scenario increasing
the number of smartphones involved and to analyze the issue
of fingerprint spoofing.
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